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The Biancograt
Miriam Baldwin

As chance would have it, the fine weather was deteriorating when I set out to do
the Biancograt with Jeff Harris, Victor Odell, Dick Murton and my brother
James Coxhead. As we climbed the first steep ice and got onto the ridge, other
climbers were turning back. During the previous week we had become accustomed
to climbing on warm rock in brilliant sunshine, and were hoping the heavy grey
cloud shrouding the entire area was merely early-morning mist, and that it would
shortly disperse. How frustrating to step onto the famous snow ridge and not be
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able to see the view! We plodded on, resigned to our lot. The view had to be
imagined - fine postcards of it had been bought at the Tschierva Hut. The snow
ridge was soon over, and as we reached the rocky teeth it began raining. Four of us
abseiled down into the Berninascharte. A party of three men and one girl
suddenly appeared at the top of our abseil point and asked to use our rope. 'Oh
good!' we thought, as we knew finding the Marco e Rosa Hut in a white-out might
be a problem, and they looked very smart and proficient. Our hopes were soon
dashed. They couldn't abseil and the girl attempted to climb down the rope:
luckily she was on a safety rope for she fell off three times and, in the end, she had
to be lowered like a sack ofpotatoes. Gertie clutched atJames when she landed on
our tiny ledge. He arranged her feet for her and tied her on. One by one they
climbed down our rope. 'vVe were unable to leave, as our anchor man and our two
ropes were attached to the first tooth. Our friends wouldn't leave either. "Ve were
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made to understand in sign language that they wished to follow us. It soon
transpired that none of them was happy on rock and their tiny, neat packs were
explained by their lack of gear. We felt at home in the murk: they were decidedly
uneasy. James and Victor took on responsibility and were able to coax Gertie
along, protecting her with their rock gear.

Dick, Jeff and I went on to the summIt of the Bernina and waited there for
three-quarters of an hour, munching chocolate and cheese. The morning mist
became thicker and heavier, and now it began to snow. J ames and Victor arrived
with Gertie and her party. We all shook hands emotionally and took photos 
Gertie thanked us, but she was a little premature. My rope of three moved off
down the Spallagrat with all possible haste. We believed that a girl who
managed to get up the initial steep ice to get onto the Biancograt, when she was
armed only with ski sticks, must be at home on snow. We had had to front point
up it! Thunder and lightning began to crash and flash above and all around us;
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the snow was falling faster. I t had become a race against time. I fell into a crevasse
up to my armpits. I waited to see whether the boys were going to belay me. They
didn't, so philosophically, I swam out. Crevasses seemed a minor problem at the
time. Two of the strangers caught up with us and together we located the Marco e
Rosa; an impressive feat, we felt, considering we were now in a blizzard.

The occupants of the Marco e Rosa hut had not imagined that anyone would
be traversing the Bernina in such weather. We made a spectacular entrance, iced
up as we were from head to foot. Our new friends of the Biancograt presented us
with a carafe of wine. We embarked on it, expectingJames, Victor and the other
couple to arrive any minute. James and Victor arrived alone. They had helped
the other couple off the ridge, lending them their ice axes for the steep snow. Once
they were on safe ground,James and Victor had moved on with all possible haste,
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unnerved by the zinging ice axes, and imagining the couple could now follow
them easily. As time went by and Gertie and her husband did not materialise we
were surprised that their companions were not showing more concern. It
transpired that they they did not belong together after all: they had been helping
Gertie and her husband up to the point where they had met us. Realising that our
hapless friends were still in trouble,james, Dick and the guardian of the hut went
out to find them. They had been wandering round in circles, our footprints
having been filled in by the snow. Gertie had given up and sat in a collapsed heap
on her rucksack. They were only ten minutes from the hut. I t still remains a
mystery to us how they had managed to get on to the Biancograt at all. They had
obviously been misled about the seriousness of the route. Perhaps, having
started, they could not turn back.
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We were all most appreciative of the Marco e Rosa Hut. It may be expensive, it
may be spartan, but it is certainly situated in the right place at the right time! We
were snowed in for two nights. The hut blankets, unexpectedly fine imitation
leopardskin ones, were worn over duvets to fend off the bitter cold. Our diet
consisted of fried egg and r6sti, or minute portions of ravioli. The one book in our
party 'Stalin' (!) was shared, and we doodled on chocolate wrappings. Card
games were played and we wrote our Tschierva Hut and Marco e Rosa Hut
postcards. Luckily there were ample supplies of red wine and there was a great
spirit of camaraderie amongst the marooned climbers.

The Biancograt will have to be revisited at a later date: I never once saw the
view!
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